Unlock the full potential of your radar assets
Imagine always being up-to-date with the current operational state of all your SCANTER radar systems, even without necessarily having to be on-site. Terma Connect makes this possible.

Terma Connect is the digital service platform that provides the necessary insights to enable rapid reinstatement of degraded or failing systems. The platform monitors and provides analytics from all your radar assets to assist daily operations, schedule maintenance tasks, boost field service efficiency and even help your green transition along like never before.

Features at a glance
The user friendly Terma Connect portal is accessible through a web browser and provides operators with various information valuable to daily operations. The dashboard provides a quick overview of the current (live data) status of each connected SCANTER radar system and gives the possibility to deep-dive into any radar to get detailed live information about the current status of the system. Historical notifications are used to warn the operator of errors and trends that could potentially lead to system degradation or indicate forthcoming maintenance needs.

Access to the portal is controlled by user profiles that can be modified to fit purpose.

Terma Connect supports all radars in the Terma SCANTER radar portfolio.